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Buy Sell - "But I KNOW my business is worth $25 MILLION!!!"
Business Owners put their blood, sweat & tears into their business, but often though they can be blind to reality.
This often rings true regarding what they believe they can or should sell their business for on the open market. I
rarely see an owner undervaluing the fruits of their years of effort when they get the idea to sell.
What can be done for the Business Owner that KNOWS their business is worth more than the market says it is?
Ego-wise, not much, but regarding the Buy Sell Agreement and accompanying Life Insurance it may be only a
question of how the policy is owned. With their team (Lawyer, CPA, Insurance Advisor) a Business Owner can
often create a structure that get the Business Owner what they KNOW their family deserves.
John and James Doe own RAGC, LLC. The company started consults with DoD and several Commercial
Enterprises fighting computer hackers. John and James have had a few offers from competitors over the
years to buy RAGC, but they've turned them down or ignored them because they are too involved in the
business to pull back and review. A recent offer stopped them, a consultant on a contract from aVC firm
finally got in to see them, and very preliminarily gave them a range $15M-$30M. John and James set the
value for their business in their head at $25M based on this one meeting.
A friend that James plays with in a men's hockey league who just started selling insurance and
recommended James and John get some life insurance set up for themselves to be owned by company.
They elected to apply for $12.5M each owned by and paid for by the business written as Key Person
Coverage. During the underwriting of the life insurance financials for RAGC, LLC were requested. After
a thorough review the underwriter would only offer $6M each based on the financials of the business.
James and John were shocked and angry. They had people "ready to buy" telling them that they were
worth at least $25M. They planned their families future on at least that $25M figure.
I am leaving the study there because I'd like to just bullet out below could have or should have been done
differently in this situation.
•
•
•
•
•

James and John should have set up or reviewed their Buy/Sell agreement with Attorney prior to
purchasing any life insurance to make sure the legal transfer of the company was set up correctly
James and John should have consulted their CPA for a review of their actual value based on financials
before applying for any life insurance
The Insurance Advisor should have had an informal valuation of the business run prior to working on
the life insurance so that the correct amount could be applied for
The Attorney, CPA and Agent should have had at least a conversation to review Doe's tax situation and
corporate structure to determine if the life insurance should be owned by Cashmere or the Doe's
themselves on each other and whether it should be Key Person or Buy-Sell Coverage.
If it was determined that the business was not worth as much as expected but the Doe's still insisted on
$12.5M of death benefit each the insurance should have been owned by them individually. They could
then simply endorse a portion of the death benefit to the business per the buy sell agreement based on
the value of the company. This endorsed amount can be changed at any time.

The final point can be used in any business and brings a great deal of flexibility to the Buy-Sell allowing owners
to have different amounts or type of insurance coverage in one agreement simply by owning the insurance
personally and endorsing the benefit. It also solves the issue of disparate ages of owners and the fairness of
splitting premiums.
Overall, Business Owners are going to have big egos about their life's work, and with the right structures in the
Buy Sell, those egos can be met and served, even if they are a bit disconnected from reality.
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